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Abstract— We present an algorithm for homogeneous, la-
beled, and disk-shaped multi-agent motion planning in con-
tinuous workspaces with arbitrarily-shaped obstacles. Our
method consists of two steps. First, we convert the continuous
free space into a discrete graph where agents are placed on
vertices and move along edges. On the graph, a set of swap
operations are defined and we ensure that performing these
swap operations will not lead to collisions between agents or
with obstacles. Second, we prove that it is possible for agents’
locations to be arbitrarily permuted on graph vertices using
our swap operations, as long as these graph vertices are not
fully occupied. In other words, a multi-agent motion planning
problem on our graph is always solvable. Finally, we show
that such continuous-to-discrete conversion can be performed
efficiently with the help of a medial axis analysis and can
be performed robustly for workspaces with arbitrarily-shaped
obstacles. Moreover, the resulting graph has many vertices and
can accommodate a large number of densely packed agents (up
to 69% of the volume of free space), and motion plans can be
computed 10× faster using our swap operations compared to
state-of-the-art methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we study the problem of multi-agent motion
planning in continuous 2D workspaces with obstacles of
arbitrary shapes. Multi-agent motion planning has a wide
range of uses in collaborative robotic applications such
as warehouse management [20], games [25], and crowd
modeling [21]. This problem is difficult primarily due to
the high-dimensional configuration space, for which conven-
tional algorithms such as A∗ [28] and PRM [26] perform
poorly when the number of agents is large. Several previous
works [31], [12], [37], [19], [32] overcome this difficulty by
using various assumptions or simplifications to the original
problem. The two most prominent assumptions are decentral-
ization [31], [12] and discretization [37], [19], [32]. However,
these two assumptions restrict either the range of solvable
problems or the efficiency of resulting algorithms.
Decentralized algorithms [31], [23], [33], [12] work by
greedily moving each agent towards its goal position and
only consider collision avoidance within a local neighbor-
hood. Since the costly global coordinates between agents
are not needed, decentralized algorithms are very efficient
and can be applied in interactive applications such as games
and virtual realities. However, decentralized algorithms do
not provide a completeness guarantee and can thereby get
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all the agents stuck at so-called locking configurations, even
when a solution exists.
On the other hand, centralized algorithms [37], [19], [32],
[36] take into consideration all the interactions and influences
among agents. These algorithms are usually complete [32],
and some of them are even (nearly) optimal [37], [36].
However, since finding the time-optimal or distance-optimal
motion plan is NP-hard in general [38], these algorithms
usually incur a high computational cost. For example, prior
work in [37] reformulated the multi-agent planning problem
as an integer programming (IP) problem. Prior work in [19]
assumes agents can exchange positions by push and swap.
An IP can be solved with a completeness guarantee using
discrete search algorithms such as branch-and-bound, but it
takes minutes to compute a motion plan. Similarly, the cost
of finding a motion plan with push and swap is also on the
level of minutes.
Moreover, a very common assumption in many centralized
algorithms [37], [19], [40], [39] is that agents move on
a discrete graph, such that moving on an edge of the
graph is guaranteed to be collision-free. However, it is
unclear whether these motions are collision-free in continu-
ous workspaces. Notably, a few centralized algorithms [32],
[29] can work in continuous workspaces. However, these
algorithms either impose very strong assumptions on agents’
movements (sequential decomposition in [32]) or incur a
high computational cost (minutes of computation in [29]).
Main Results: We present an efficient algorithm for
homogeneous, labeled, and disk-shaped multi-agent motion
planning in continuous 2D workspaces with arbitrarily-
shaped obstacles. In other words, we assume that all the
agents are disk-shaped with the same radius, each of which
has a distinct goal position. Our algorithm aims at finding
a continuous path for each agent, connecting their starting
and goal positions without collisions between agents or with
obstacles.
Our algorithm computes a motion plan for many agents
using a two-step approach: First, we convert the continuous
2D workspace into a discrete graph with the help of Blum’s
medial axis analysis [2]. We show that such conversion can
be performed with the help of a robust algorithm for medial
axis extraction [6], [2]. We assume that agents stay on graph
vertices and move along graph edges (If agents’ locations do
not coincide with graph vertices, we use decentralized local
navigation algorithm to move agents to these vertices). We
show that, on the discrete graph built using our algorithm,
a set of swap operations can be performed between agents
without collisions. Second, we use these swap operations
to solve the multi-agent motion planning problem using
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an analysis similar to [1], [40]. Specifically, we show that
as long as the number of graph vertices is larger than
the number of agents, a motion planning on the graph
using our swap operations can be constructed to permute
locations of agents arbitrarily, and the constructed motion
plan is asymptotically time-optimal in the worst case. Unlike
[40] that considers only discrete graphs, agents’ movements
on our discrete graphs also map to collision-free motions
in continuous 2D workspaces. In summary, our algorithm
exhibits the following desirable features:
• Compared with decentralized algorithms, we provide
a completeness guarantee and a worst-case complexity
bound.
• Compared with centralized algorithms on graphs, our
method can work in continuous workspaces with arbi-
trary obstacles.
• Compared with prior centralized algorithms for contin-
uous workspaces, we compute motion plans efficiently
(within 5 seconds for 100 agents).
We have conducted experiments on 4 benchmark problems,
each with 15 randomized agents’ starting and goal positions.
Our algorithm finds solutions to all the problems where
each motion plan is computed within seconds, leading to
more than 10× speedup in comparison with state-of-the-art
methods [37], [29].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We will
briefly formalize our problem and present our algorithm
pipeline in Section III. We then introduce the discrete part of
our algorithm in Section IV and the continuous part of our
algorithm in Section V. Finally, we evaluate our algorithm
in Section VI before concluding in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we compare our work with previous works
in three ways.
A. Centralized vs. Decentralized Algorithms
Decentralized algorithms provide superior runtime perfor-
mance and can work in continuous workspaces, but they
sacrifice the completeness guarantee and only consider lo-
cal constraint satisfactions. Representative methods include
reciprocal forces [32], [10], [12], rule-based methods [24],
[34], [14], continuum methods [30], [22], and behavior
planning methods [35], [9], [8], [15]. We note that some
of these methods, such as [24], involve more sophisticated
communications between agents to coordinate their move-
ments, but such communications are only used as heuristics
and cannot be used to provide a completeness guarantee.
Instead, centralized algorithms [39], [19], [36], [32], [29]
schedule agents globally and exhaustively find a solution
when one exists. As a result, most of these algorithms
provide a completeness guarantee. Our method first converts
a continuous workspace to a discrete graph and then performs
centralized planning on the graph.
B. Deterministic vs. Randomized Algorithms
Randomized planning algorithms [16] can be applied to
configuration spaces of arbitrary dimensions. Therefore, prior
works [26], [4], [5] have used these methods as backbones
for multi-agent motion planning. However, these methods are
only probabilistically complete, and the number of samples
needed grows very quickly with the number of agents. As
a result, these methods are limited to a small numbers
of agents. To make randomized algorithms more practical,
prior works [32], [11] decompose the multi-agent planning
problem into a continuous problem and a discrete prob-
lem, where sampling-based methods are only needed in the
continuous part. In contrast, deterministic algorithms [39],
[19], [36] first discretize the continuous workspace and then
perform an exhaustive search on the discrete data structure.
Therefore, these methods can report infeasibility when no
solution exists. Our method is also deterministic.
C. Continuous vs. Discrete Algorithms
A drawback of many centralized algorithms [39], [19],
[17], [1], [40], [36] is that they assume agents move along the
edges of a discrete graph and such movements are collision-
free. However, since a robot moves in a continuous 2D
workspace in practical problems, a continuous-to-discrete
conversion is required. Such a conversion is involved in con-
ventional single-agent motion planning algorithms [3], [13],
[18], but it is unclear how to extend these methods to multi-
agent scenarios. A few recent works [29], [7], [32] address
the problem of centralized multi-agent motion planning in
continuous workspaces. However, these methods are either
computationally costly or require strong assumptions. For
example, prior work in [32] assumes agents move one-by-one
and [7] assumes a workspace with no obstacles. [29], [32]
use single-agent planning algorithms to search for continu-
ous paths from agents’ starting positions to goal positions,
which incurs high computational cost. In comparison, our
solution first uses a greedy algorithm to convert continuous
workspaces into discrete graphs and then use discrete graph
theories to establish completeness and optimality.
III. PROBLEM STATEMENT
In this section, we formalize our multi-agent motion
planning problem and introduce the general idea and pipeline
of our approach. We assume that the workspace W ⊂ R2
is rectangularly bounded and the boundary of the collision-
free space F ⊆ W can be an arbitrary shape. Within F ,
we have a set of N disk-shaped agents centered at x1,··· ,Ns ,
respectively, with identical radius r. The agents have distinct
goal positions x1,··· ,Nt , and our goal of motion planning is to
find a collision-free path for each agent connecting xis and
xit.
As illustrated in Figure 1, our algorithm has two com-
ponents: continuous-to-discrete conversion and discrete mo-
tion planning on a swap graph. The continuous-to-discrete
conversion is achieved with the help of Blum’s medial axis
analysis, which can be performed through robust algorithms
such as [2]. The medial axis analysis extracts two crucial
τ : [0, 1]→ R2

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Fig. 1: Given a continuous 2D workspace, we first perform a
medial axis analysis to expose the skeleton lines (a). We compute a
piecewise linear approximation of the skeleton lines with a regular
sample interval of . From the medial axis analysis, we identify
inscribed circles where agents (red) reside and skeleton segments
along which agents move to reach their goal positions (green) (b).
For example, we move the first agent along the black path to reach
its goal position (c). Similarly, we move the second agent along a
slightly different path (d).
pieces of information from a continuous workspace: skeleton
lines and inscribed circles, as illustrated in Figure 1(ab)
(A practical algorithm discretizes these skeleton lines using
piecewise linear approximation with a sample interval of ).
An inscribed circle C satisfies C ⊆ F ∧ |C ∩ ∂F| ≥ 2, i.e.
it touches the boundary of the free space at (at least) two
points, and a skeleton line is a line on which each point is
the center of some inscribed circle.
These two pieces of information, skeleton lines and in-
scribed circles, are crucial because they expose resources in
F to move and accommodate agents: agents can reside in
inscribed circles and move along sub-paths (τ ) of skeleton
lines, as illustrated in Figure 1(cd). We abstract these re-
sources using a discrete graph where agents reside in graph
vertices and move along graph edges. We refer to our graph
as “swap graph”, the reason for which will be clear in the
next section. Note that we do not expect agents’ starting
and goal positions to coincide with graph vertices, and we
use a local navigation to move agents’ starting positions
to graph vertices using decentralized algorithms. Similarly,
we use another local navigation to move agents from graph
vertices to goal positions. This is similar to the use case of
a precomputed roadmap (PRM).
(b)
(a)
Fig. 2: Agents (red) ar-
ranged into 3 loops in an
inscribed circle. We require
at least one position to be
vacant (hollow red circle),
where we can perform two
kinds of movements (a,b).
After constructing the swap
graph, our second component
is to perform complete, multi-
agent motion planning on the
swap graph. We emphasize that
the completeness is not pro-
vided for the entire algorithm,
but only for our second step. In-
deed, our continuous-to-discrete
conversions can miss some
solvable problems. However,
our experiments show that our
method succeeds in many prac-
tical cases with densely packed
agents. For the 4 challenging
multi-agent planning problems
under 15 randomized agent distributions, our algorithm
achieves a 100% rate of success. In addition, we show that
our method can solve problems where agents take up 69%
of the free space volume, which implies that our method
can solve problems with extreme agent density. Finally, we
show that a motion plan on a swap graph can be defined in
a constructive manner without exhaustive search algorithms
such as A∗ and the constructed motion plan is asymptotically
optimal in the worst case. This remarkable feature allows our
motion plan to be computed very efficiently (within a couple
of seconds on a desktop machine), which is more than 10×
faster than state-of-the-art methods [37], [29].
IV. DISCRETE MOTION PLANNING ON A SWAP GRAPH
In this section, we present the second step of our algo-
rithm, i.e. motion planning on the swap graph. Our main
process is that we arrange agents by grouping them into
inscribed circles and, inside each inscribed circle, we arrange
agents loop by loop, as illustrated in Figure 2. Under
this arrangement, we notice that two kinds of movements
for agents can be performed without collisions: (1) cyclic
permutation of agents in a single loop. (2) position swap
between an agent and an adjacent vacant position (either
in the same loop or in an adjacent loop). Inspired by these
observations, we represent a continuous 2D workspace using
a so-called “swap graph.”
A. The Swap Graph
We give a formal definition of the swap graph in the lan-
guage of graph theory. A swap graph is a simple, undirected,
and connected graph G =< V, E >, where V is a set of
vertices and E is a set of edges. We use shortcut notation
ev
′
v to denote an edge connecting v,v
′ ∈ V . In addition, we
require that vertices can be partitioned as follows:
V =
K⋃
i=1
ViL, |ViL ∩ VjL| ∈ {0, 2}. (1)
Similarly, we require that E can be partitioned as follows:
E = EI ∪
K⋃
i=1
EiL, EiL ∩ EI = ∅, |EiL ∩ EjL| ∈ {0, 1}. (2)
Specifically, we assume that all the vertices in the workspace
can be arranged into K > 1 loops. Where K is the number
of loops in the graph. For the ith loop, the set of vertices
in this loop is denoted as ViL. These vertices are connected
by a set of edges denoted as E iL. We also require that E iL is
the unique loop connecting ViL and that E iL is a simple loop
(with no repeated vertices). Note that, under these definitions,
each loop must have at least 3 vertices, i.e. |ViL| ≥ 3. Finally,
we allow two loops to overlap; however, if the ith loop and
the jth loop overlap, we require that they share exactly 2
vertices. As a result, two loops can also share a common
edge (this is why we have |ViL∩VjL| ∈ {0, 2} and |E iL∩EjL| ∈
{0, 1}). If a graph G satisfies all these requirements, we call
it a swap graph as summarized below:
Definition 1 (Swap Graph). A swap graph G is a simple,
undirected, and connected graph satisfying Equation 1 and
Equation 2 with K > 1 such that, through each group of
vertices in ViL (i = 1, · · · ,K), there is a unique, simple,
and closed path formed by edges in E iL.
There are some other definitions we will frequently use:
Definition 2 (Vertex Vertex Distance). d(v,v′) is the dis-
tance between two vertices v,v′ ∈ V . Since G is connected,
we can find a path v = v1, · · · ,vp = v′. In addition, each
vi ∈ VjL for some j. Note that there may be multiple valid
j due to loop-sharing. As a result, we can define a specific
vertex-to-loop assignment as a function J(i). We then define
the cost of a path to be the number of changes in J(i):
c(v1,··· ,p, J(1), · · · , J(p)) =
p−1∑
i=1
I(J(i+ 1) 6= J(i)),
where I is the indicator function. Finally, d(v,v′) is defined
as the minimal cost over all paths and loop assignments:
d(v,v′) = min
v1,··· ,p,J(i)
c(v1,··· ,p, J(1), · · · , J(p))
s.t. v1 = v,vp = v
′,vi ∈ VJ(i)L .
Definition 3 (Vertex Loop Distance). d(v,ViL) is the dis-
tance between a vertex v and a loop ViL defined as:
d(v,ViL) = min
v1,··· ,p,vi∈VJ(i)L
c(v1,··· ,p, J(1), · · · , J(p))
s.t. v1 = v, J(p) = i,vi ∈ VJ(i)L .
i.e. the path of lowest cost such that J(p) = i.
An illustration of the swap graph and distance definitions
is given in Figure 3.
B. Motion Planning on the Swap Graph
A motion planning problem on the swap graph is specified
by assigning agents’ initial and goal positions to V . Specif-
ically, we assume agent xi is initially at (pairwise distinct)
vis and should finally reach (pairwise distinct) v
i
t. Vertices
not assigned to any agent are marked vacant and denoted as
v∅. In addition, we require that at least one vertex is vacant,
leading to the requirement that |V| ≥ N + 1. W.L.O.G., we
always assume that |V| = N + 1. We then define the two
kinds of swap operations allowed on the swap graph:
• Type-I : We allow vertices in a single loop ViL to
cyclically swap locations along E iL, as illustrated in
Figure 2(a).
• Type-II : We allow two vertices v,v′ ∈ V (not neces-
sarily in the same loop) to swap locations as illustrated
in Figure 2(b), if one of them is v∅.
Under these definitions, we present our main result on the
completeness of the discrete algorithm as follows:
Theorem 1 (Discrete Completeness). On a swap graph G
with |V| = N + 1, for any (pairwise distinct) agent-to-
vertex assignment vis,t, there exists a finite sequence of swap
operations such that vis is moved to v
i
t for all i = 1, · · · , N .
To prove Theorem 1, we need some intermediary results:
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Fig. 3: We illustrate a swap graph G having K = 4
loops with V1L = {1, 2, 3, 4}, V2L = {5, 6, 7, 8, 9}, V3L =
{10, 11, 12, 13, 6, 5}, V4L = {11, 15, 16, 17, 13, 14}, E1L =
{1, 2, 3, 4}, E2L = {6, 7, 8, 9, 10}, E3L = {10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15},
E4L = {16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21}, and finally EI = {5}, where
the 1st vertex is v∅ (hollow). Note that we have some overlaps:
|V2L ∩ V3L| = |V3L ∩ V4L| = 2 and |E2L ∩ E3L| = 1. Finally, under
our distance definition, we have: d(12, 14) = 1, d(11, 10) = 0,
d(15, 5) = 1, and d(17,V1L) = 1.
Lemma 1 (Vertex Exchange in Same Loop). If we have
a swap graph G with |V| = N + 1 on which two non-
vacant vertices v,v′ ∈ ViL, i.e. d(v,v′) = 0, then there
exists a finite sequence of swap operations to exchange their
positions without modifying the position of any other vertex
(including v∅).
Proof. We can prove by induction on d(ViL,v∅).
Base Case I: If d(ViL,v∅) = 1, then v∅ ∈ VjL and j 6= i.
In this case, we can exchange v,v′ using the finite sequence
in Figure 4, which will only affect vertices in the two loops.
Base Case II: If d(ViL,v∅) = 0, then we can always
find another loop VjL (j 6= i) connected to ViL since
K > 1. Therefore, we can first use the finite sequence in
Figure 5(a12) to get a modified swap graph G′ where the
relative positions of v,v′ do not change and d(ViL,v∅) = 1.
Note that such modification is always possible. Indeed, a
loop has at least 3 vertices (otherwise no unique, simple,
closed path can be defined). Therefore, even if ViL and VjL
have loop-sharing, there must be at least one v′′ ∈ VjL such
that v′′ 6∈ ViL. Consider a path of lowest cost between v′′
and ViL, denoted as: ViL 3 v1, · · · ,vp = v′′, whose cost is
at least 1 (v′′ ∈ ViL otherwise). As a result, there must be
some p′ such that v1,··· ,p′ ∈ ViL and vp′+1 6∈ ViL. Therefore,
the edge e
vp′+1
vp′ 6∈ E iL connects a vertex inside ViL to a vertex
outside it. We can perform Type-I operations until v∅ is
moved to the position of vp′ and then perform a Type-II
operation to swap v∅ and vp′+1.
On G′, we can perform the exchange of v,v′ using base
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Fig. 4: We illustrate the base case I of Lemma 1 or the case with d(ViL,v∅) = 1 (zoom in to see the vertex labels), where we want to
exchange two vertices (blue and green). There are three sub-cases in this problem. (a): If two loops have no intersecting vertices, then we
can follow a 13-step swap operation sequence to exchange them. Note that the 11 steps in between do not cause changes of vertices in
the gray area, so we can isolate the vertices outside the gray area as a sub-graph undergoing frequent changes. (b,c): If two loops have 2
intersecting vertices, then they may share 1 edge or 0 edges. In both cases, we can follow a similar 13-step swap operation sequence to
exchange them, where the 11 steps in between are identical to those of case (a) by isolating the sub-graph undergoing frequent changes.
Therefore, we merge the 11 steps in between to save space.
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Fig. 5: We illustrate the base case II of Lemma 1 or the case with d(ViL,v∅) = 0 (a). Since K > 1, we can always find another connected
loop, VjL (j 6= i). As a result, our method first moves v∅ into the connected loop (a1,a2), then exchanges the vertices by reducing to base
case I, and finally recovers changes (a3,a4). We also illustrate the induction step of Lemma 1 or the case with d(v,v∅) > 1 (b). This
is very similar to base case II; our method moves v∅ into a closer loop (b1,b2), then exchanges the vertices by induction, and finally
recovers changes (b3,b4).
case I and then undo the extra changes using the finite
sequence in Figure 5(a34), which is essentially a reversed
sequence of Figure 5(a12).
Induction: If d(ViL,v∅) > 1, then we denote the path with
lowest cost between v∅ and ViL to be: v∅ = v1, · · · ,vp ∈
ViL. There must be some p′ such that v1,··· ,p′ ∈ VJ(1)L ,
vp′+1 6∈ VJ(1)L , and e
vp′+1
vp′ 6∈ EJ(1)L . In this case, we can
perform Type-I operations on VJ(1)L to move v∅ to the
location of vp′ followed by a Type-II operation to swap
v∅ and vp′+1. This finite sequence reduces d(ViL,v∅) by
1 without changing the positions of v,v′ and results in a
modified swap graph G′, as illustrated in Figure 5(b12).
Such modification is indeed possible. Otherwise, if the
Type-I operations on VJ(1)L will affect v,v′, then ViL and
VJ(1)L have loop-sharing and we must have d(ViL,v∅) ≤ 1,
which is a contradiction. On the other hand, if the Type-II
operation will affect v,v′, then v = vp′+1 or v′ = vp′+1.
W.L.O.G., we assume v = vp′+1, then consider the path:
v∅ = v1, · · · ,vp′ ,vp′+1 = v ∈ ViL and vertex-to-loop
assignment: J(1), · · · , J(p′) = j, J(p′ + 1) = i. This path
has cost 1, which again contradicts the fact that d(ViL,v∅) >
1.
On G′, we can perform the exchange by induction, and
finally undo the extra changes using the finite sequence in
Figure 5(b34), which is essentially a reversed sequence of
Figure 5(b12).
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Fig. 6: We illustrate the base case I of Lemma 2 or the case with min(d(ViL,v∅), d(VjL,v∅)) = 0 (zoom in to see the vertex labels),
where we want to exchange two vertices (blue and green). There are three sub-cases in this problem (a,b,c), as in Figure 4. In all three
cases, our method first uses a finite sequence of swap operations to reduce to the case of Lemma 1, perform the exchange, and then undo
the extra changes.
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Fig. 7: We illustrate the induction step of Lemma 2 or the case with min(d(ViL,v∅), d(VjL,v∅)) > 1. Our method first uses a finite
sequence of swap operations (1,2) to reduce to the case of Lemma 1, perform the exchange, and then undo the extra changes (3,4).
Lemma 2 (Vertex Exchange between Connected Loops). If
we have a swap graph G with |V| = N+1 on which two non-
vacant vertices belong to two connected loops, i.e. d(v,v′) =
1, then there exists a finite sequence of swap operations to
exchange their positions without modifying the positions of
any other vertex (including v∅).
Proof. There must be v ∈ ViL and v′ ∈ VjL with i 6= j
where the two loops are connected (either by loop-sharing
or an edge in EI). Again, we prove this by induction on the
location v∅ or min(d(ViL,v∅), d(VjL,v∅)).
Base Case I: If min(d(ViL,v∅), d(VjL,v∅)) = 0, then
there are only three cases for the relationship between ViL
and VjL, as illustrated in Figure 6. In each case, we can use
a finite sequence to reduce them to the base case I or base
case II of Lemma 1.
Base Case II: If min(d(ViL,v∅), d(VjL,v∅)) = 1, then
we consider two cases:
• Subcase I: If v∅ ∈ VkL for some k where VkL and ViL
have loop-sharing (If VkL and VjL have loop-sharing, the
situation is symmetric), then there must be v′′ ∈ VkL ∩
ViL such that v 6= v′′ 6= v′ (this is because at most one
of v,v′ ∈ VkL or d(v,v′) = 0). W.L.O.G., we assume
v′ 6∈ VkL. Therefore, we can use Type-II operations in
VkL to swap v∅ to the position of v′′ without modifying
the positions of v,v′. Indeed, in a closed path, we can
always choose one of the two sub-paths to move v∅ to
v′′ without affecting another vertex, i.e. v.
• Subcase II: If v∅ ∈ VkL has no loop-sharing with
ViL or VjL for any k, then, W.L.O.G., we can as-
sume d(ViL,v∅) ≤ d(VjL,v∅). Consider the path with
lowest cost between v∅ and ViL, denoted as: v∅ =
v1, · · · ,vp ∈ ViL. There must be some p′ such that
v1,··· ,p′ ∈ VkL, vp′+1 6∈ VkL, and e
vp′+1
vp′ 6∈ EkL ∪ E iL.
– Subcase II.A: If vp′+1 6= v, then we can use Type-
I operations in VkL to move v∅ to the position of
vp′ without modifying the positions of v,v′ and
then use a Type-II operation to swap v∅ and vp′+1
along e
vp′+1
vp′ .
– Subcase II.B: If vp′+1 = v, then there must be
v 6= v′′ ∈ ViL and we can use base case I of Lemma
1 to exchange v,v′′ and then apply Subcase II.A.
In either case, we get a modified swap graph G′, on which
we have v,v∅ ∈ ViL and v′ ∈ VjL, so that the exchange can
be performed using base case I of Lemma 2 or Lemma 1.
Finally, we undo the extra changes by a reversed sequence.
Induction: If min(d(ViL,v∅), d(VjL,v∅)) > 1, then,
W.L.O.G., we can assume that d(ViL,v∅) ≤ d(VjL,v∅). We
denote the path with lowest cost between v∅ and ViL to be:
v∅ = v1, · · · ,vp ∈ ViL. In addition, there must be some p′
such that v1,··· ,p′ ∈ VJ(1)L , vp′+1 6∈ VJ(1)L , and e
vp′+1
vp′ 6∈
EJ(1)L . As a result, we can perform Type-I operations in
VJ(1)L to move v∅ to the location of vp′ , and then perform a
Type-II operation to swap v∅ and vp′+1 without changing
the positions of v,v′. Afterwards, we have a modified
swap graph G′, on which we can perform the exchange
by induction, and finally undo the extra changes using a
reversed sequence. An example is given in Figure 7. Such
modification is always possible because VJ(1)L ∩{v,v′} = ∅
and v 6= vp′+1 6= v′ (min(d(ViL,v∅), d(VjL,v∅)) ≤ 1
otherwise).
Lemma 3 (Vertex Exchange). If we have a swap graph G
with |V| = N + 1, then there exists a finite sequence of
swap operations to exchange the positions of any two vertices
v,v′ ∈ V , without modifying the positions of any other vertex
(including v∅).
Proof. Since G is connected, there must be a shortest path
connecting v,v′, denoted as: v = v1, · · · ,vp = v′. In
order to exchange v,v′, we can perform a series of pairwise
exchanges (denoted by ↔) as follows:
v1 ↔ v2, · · · ,v1 ↔ vp, vp ↔ vp−1, · · · ,vp ↔ v2.
Each of these exchanges happen between two vertices
connected directly by an edge. Therefore, there are only two
possibilities, i.e. either the two vertices belong to the same
loop and the exchange can be performed using Lemma 1 or
they belong to two connected loops and the exchange can be
performed using Lemma 2.
Lemma 4 (Move of v∅). On a swap graph G with |V| =
N + 1, the position of v∅ can be exchanged with any other
vertex using a finite sequence of swap operations.
Proof. Since G is connected, there must be a path connecting
v∅ and v. We can then move v∅ to v by Type-II operations
along the path.
Proof of Theorem 1. Since |V| = N +1, there must be v ∈
V that is different from all v1,··· ,Nt to which we can move v∅
via Lemma 4. Afterwards, the problem of moving vis to v
i
t
for all i = 1, · · · , N amounts to a permutation of vertices,
which can be decomposed into a finite sequence of pairwise
exchanges using, for example, the Steinhaus-Johnson-Trotter
algorithm [27]. The proof is completed by performing each
exchange using Lemma 3.
Note that the proof of Theorem 1 is entirely constructive,
which means that our algorithm does not need a discrete
graph search, such as A∗ [28], to find a motion plan. Instead,
the motion plan is determined once the swap graph and
the agent-to-vertex assignment is given, which is key to the
efficiency of our algorithm.
C. Comparison with Prior Results
Our analysis is based on the idea of prior work [1] that
reduces the planning problem to pairwise exchanges. Based
on [1], both [40] and our analysis use cyclic rotations as an
additional movement. Our results differ from [40] in that we
do not rely on G being 2-connected. In addition, if two loops
share vertices in our analysis, it is forbidden to combine the
loops and perform a joint rotation because joint rotations will
not be collision-free in the continuous workspace.
D. Optimality Bound for the Swap Graph
Unfortunately, the motion plan constructed using Theo-
rem 1 is not optimal in general because our motion plan
can take more swap operations than needed in order for
all the agents to reach their target positions. However, we
still manage to give an upper bound on the number of swap
operations, as summarized in the following theorem:
Theorem 2 (Optimality Bound). On a swap graph G with
|V| = N +1, for any (pairwise distinct) agent-vertex assign-
ment vis,t, there exists a finite sequence of swap operations
consisting of O(|V|2) swap operations, such that vis is moved
to vit for all i = 1, · · · , N .
To prove this theorem, we need a new definition:
Definition 4 (Complexity of Path). For a pair of non-vacant
vertices v and v′, a path between them v = v1,··· ,p = v′,
and a specific vertex-to-loop assignment J(i), the complexity
of path is defined as:
#(v1,··· ,p, J(1), · · · , J(p)) =
p−1∑
i=1
I(J(i+ 1) 6= J(i))|VJ(i)L |+ |VJ(p)L |.
Finally, if a path between two vertices is of lowest cost,
we use a shorthand notation #(v,v′) to denote the path
complexity. Similarly, we can define #(ViL,v′) between a
loop and a vertex.
Intuitively, the complexity of the path is the sum of sizes
of loops involved in the path. A useful result shows that the
complexity of the path and the size of the swap graph is
linearly dependent:
Lemma 5 (Complexity and Swap Graph Size). For a pair
of vertices v,v′ and a path of lowest cost between them,
denoted as v = v1,··· ,p = v′, we have:
#(v1,··· ,p, J(1), · · · , J(p)) ≤ 5|V|.
Proof. The complexity of a path can be larger than |V| due
to loop-sharing. However, we can establish an upper bound
on the number of shared vertices if the path is of lowest
cost. Since the complexity of the path is only related to the
number changes in vertex-to-loop assignment, we can pick
them out in an ascending order as follows:
J(p1) 6= J(p1 + 1), · · · , J(pd(v,v′)) 6= J(pd(v,v′)+1).
The complexity of the path is equal to:
d(v,v′)∑
i=1
|VJ(pi)L |+ |V
J(pd(v,v′)+1)
L |.
Since the path is of lowest cost, VJ(pi)L can only share
vertices with VJ(pi−1)L and VJ(pi+1)L . Otherwise, let’s say
v′′ ∈ VJ(pi)L ∩ VJ(pi+k)L with k ≥ 2, then the following
path will have a lower cost:
v1, · · · ,vpi−1+1 · · ·v′′︸ ︷︷ ︸
VJ(pi)L
, · · ·vpi+k︸ ︷︷ ︸
VJ(pi+k)L
, · · · ,vp,
which is a contradiction. Therefore, each loop will share with
at most 2 other loops, leading to 4 vertices counted twice
when computing #(v1,··· ,p, J(1), · · · , J(p)). Therefore, we
have:
#(v1,··· ,p, J(1), · · · , J(p))
=
d(v,v′)∑
i=1
|VJ(pi)L |+ |V
J(pd(v,v′)+1)
L |
≤4(d(v,v′) + 1) + |V| ≤ 5|V|.
Using this relationship, we can analyze the cost in terms of
path complexity. First, we show that swapping two vertices
in the same loop takes a number of swap operations that is
linear to the loop size, if a vacancy is close enough:
Lemma 6 (Linear Cost of Base Case). If two non-vacant
vertices and a vacant vertex belong to the same loop, i.e.
v,v′,v∅ ∈ ViL for some i, then the finite sequence generated
by Lemma 1 takes at most C1|ViL| swap operations, where
C1 is some constant.
Proof. This corresponds to the base case II of Lemma 1.
To handle this case, Lemma 1 uses a finite sequence having
15 steps, as illustrated in Figure 4 and Figure 5. Each step
involves either 1 Type-II operation or at most |ViL| operations
of Type-I or Type-II , so the total number of operations is
C1|ViL|.
Second, we show using similar reasoning that swapping
two vertices in connected loops takes a number of swap
operations linear to the sum of loop sizes, if v∅ is close
enough:
Lemma 7 (Linear Cost of Base Case). Assume we have two
non-vacant vertices v ∈ ViL and v′ ∈ VjL (i 6= j) where the
two loops are connected (either by loop-sharing or an edge
in EI) and v∅ ∈ ViL, then the finite sequence generated by
Lemma 2 takes at most C2(|ViL| + |VjL|) swap operations,
where C2 is some constant.
Proof. This is the base case I of Lemma 2. Its cost can be
bounded using the same reasoning as Lemma 6.
Lemma 8 (Linear Cost of Arbitrary Exchange). Assume we
have two non-vacant vertices v ∈ ViL and v′ ∈ VjL, then we
can define a path of lowest cost between them, denoted as:
v = v1, · · · ,vp = v′ J(1) = i, J(p) = j.
If we further assume that v∅ ∈ ViL, then, to exchange
these two vertices along the above path, the finite sequence
generated by Lemma 3 takes at most C3|V| swap operations
where C3 =max(C1, 20C2 + 22).
Proof. We prove the result in three cases of d(ViL,v′). If
d(ViL,v′) = 0, then this is the case with Lemma 6. If
d(ViL,v′) = 1, then this is the case with Lemma 7. If
d(ViL,v′) > 1, then we denote the path of lowest cost
between ViL and v′ as: ViL 3 v1, · · · ,vp = v′. We can
pick out the points of vertex-to-loop assignment change in
an ascending order as follows:
i = J(p1) 6= J(p1 + 1), · · · , J(pd(ViL,v′)) 6= J(pd(ViL,v′)+1).
With the help of v∅ ∈ ViL, we can swap v and vp1+1 using
Lemma 7. The cost of this swap is:
C2(|VJ(p1)L |+ |VJ(p1+1)L |).
Next, we would like to move v∅ so that v∅ ∈ VJ(p1+1)L
while keeping v ∈ VJ(p1+1)L . This is more involved, and we
consider two cases. In either case, we will only affect vertices
in VJ(p1)L ∪VJ(p1+1)L , which do not involve v′ (d(ViL,v′) ≤ 1
otherwise).
• Subcase I: If VJ(p1)L and VJ(p1+1)L have loop-sharing,
then there must be v 6= v′′ ∈ VJ(p1)L ∩ VJ(p1+1)L .
Therefore, we can perform Type-II operations in VJ(p1)L
to move v∅ to the position of v′′ without affecting v
(by choosing one of the two sub-paths in VJ(p1)L ). The
cost of these operations is at most |VJ(p1)L |.
• Subcase II: If VJ(p1)L and VJ(p1+1)L have no loop-
sharing, then there must be ev
′′′
v′′ 6∈ EJ(p1)L ∪ EJ(p1+1)L
such that v′′ ∈ VJ(p1)L and v′′′ ∈ VJ(p1+1)L . Therefore,
we can first perform Type-I operations in VJ(p1)L to
move v∅ to the location of v′′. We then perform Type-
I operations in VJ(p1+1)L until v′′′ 6= v. Finally, we
use a Type-II operation to swap v∅ and v′′′ along
ev
′′′
v′′ . The cost of these operations is at most |VJ(p1)L |+
|VJ(p1+1)L |+ 1.
After either of these cases, we have v∅,v ∈ VJ(p1+1)L . In
summary, when d(ViL,v′) > 1, we can use a finite sequence
with a number of swap operations at most:
(C2 + 1)(|VJ(p1)L |+ |VJ(p1+1)L |) + 1,
to get a modified swap graph G′. On G′, the distance between
v′ and some loop containing v∅,v is reduced by at least 1, so
that we can swap v,v′ by recursion and finally use a reversed
finite sequence to undo the extra changes. By expanding this
recursion, we find that the total cost to swap v,v′ is at most:
2
d(ViL,v′)∑
i=1
(C2 + 1)(|VJ(p1)L |+ |VJ(p1+1)L |) + 1
≤4(C2 + 1)#(ViL,v′) + 2d(ViL,v′)
≤(20(C2 + 1) + 2)|V| = C3|V|,
where we have used Lemma 5 in the last inequality.
There is a minor limitation with Lemma 8, i.e. we must
have v∅ ∈ ViL. However, this limitation can be easily fixed
using the following corollary:
Corollary 1. Assume we have two non-vacant vertices v,v′.
In order to exchange their positions along some path with
a lowest cost, the finite sequence of Lemma 3 takes at most
C4|V| swap operations where C4 = C3 + 4.
Proof. If v∅ ∈ ViL, then we are done. Otherwise, there must
be v′′ ∈ ViL such that v 6= v′′. Consider the shortest path
connecting v∅ and v′′, denoted as: v∅ = v1, · · · ,vp = v′′.
There are two cases:
• Subcase I: If v is not contained in this path, we can
perform Type-II operations along this path to move v∅
into ViL.
• Subcase II: If v is contained in this path, then we can
perform Type-I operations on ViL to move v′′ to the
position of v and then use Type-II operations along this
path until v′′ is swapped by v∅.
In either case, we get a modified swap graph G′, on which
we can exchange v,v′. Finally, we can reverse the operations
induced by Lemma 4 to undo the extra changes. The number
of extra operations, introduced to move v∅ to and from v′′,
are at most: 2(|V|+ |ViL|) ≤ 4|V|.
Proof of Theorem 2. Given an agent-to-vertex assignment
vis,t, we define mapping P : v
i
s → vit. Afterwards, we can
construct a motion plan by cyclic permutation:
v, P (v), P 2(v), · · · , Pn(v) = v.
Each agent will be involved in a unique permutation se-
quence and these sequences are pairwise disjointed. For each
sequence, we can perform the cyclic permutation:
Pn−1(v)↔ Pn−2(v), · · · , Pn−1(v)↔ v.
This motion plan requires O(|V|) exchanges, so we can
conclude that the number of swap operations is O(|V|2) due
to Corollary 1,
Note that the proof of optimality bound is again con-
structive, so that we can find a motion plan with O(|V|2)
swap operations without an exhaustive search. In addition,
Theorem 2 shows that our motion plan is asymptotically
optimal in the worst case. Indeed, we can construct an
example of a planning problem that requires o(|V|2) swap
operations.
Consider a swap graph where no loop-sharing occurs and
each loop has exactly 3 vertices so that there are |V|/3
loops altogether. We also assume that the loops are collected
linearly so that the loops can be ordered from left to right, as
illustrated in Figure 8. We set each agent in the ith loop to
have its target position in the |V|/3+1−ith loop. Essentially,
. . .
Fig. 8: We illustrate the worst case where the number of swap
operations is at least quadratic.
this agent-to-vertex assignment requires the agents to be
loopwise reversed. In this case, the total loopwise distance
between agents’ start and goal positions is:
N∑
i=1
d(vis,v
i
t) ≥
N∑
i=1
||V|/3 + 1− 2i|
=2b|V|/6cb(|V|/3 + 1)/2c.
However, each Type-I operation does not modify this
loopwise distance, and each Type-II operation changes the
loopwise distance by at most 2. Therefore, the required
number of swap operations is o(|V|2).
V. CONTINUOUS-TO-DISCRETE CONVERSION
In the previous section, we solved the motion planning
problem on a discrete swap graph G, discarding all the
information related to the continuous collision-free space F .
In this section, we propose an algorithm to convert F to G
satisfying two conditions:
• Condition I: There exists a correspondence between
each vertex v ∈ V and the position xi ∈ F of an agent,
where the agents are collision-free.
• Condition II: Each swap operation of Type-I or Type-
II on G corresponds to a continuous and collision-free
movement of agents in F , such that the agent-to-vertex
correspondence changes according to the definite of the
swap operation.
Obviously, the two conditions ensure that a motion plan for
G is uniquely mapped to a motion plan for F . In order
to present our conversion algorithm, we need some extra
definitions. We denote r as the radius of agents and r(C) as
the radius of C and we denote the ith loop of an inscribed
circle C as Ci ∈ R2, where the 0th loop is the innermost. We
use subscripts to distinguish different circles. Obviously, we
have a bound on the number of loops C can have:
0 ≤ i ≤
⌊
r(C) + r
2r
⌋
.
In addition, we denote #(R) as the number of agents
that can be put into some subset region R ⊆ R2 without
any collisions between agents or with ∂F , while satisfying
conditions I and II. Finally, we use a vertex on G and an
agent’s position interchangeably without ambiguity because
of the one-to-one correspondence between them.
A. A Single Circle
We begin with the simplest case where agents can only
reside in a single C, which is illustrated in Figure 2. Although
a single agent can be put into C0, we must have #(C0) = 0
because the swap graph requires each loop to have at least
3 vertices. In other loops, we have #(C1) = 6, as illustrated
in Figure 10 (a), and we have:
#(Ci) =
⌊
2pi − 2sin−1 1i
2sin−1 12i
⌋
+ 3 ∀i > 1. (3)
As illustrated in Figure 10 (b), Equation 3 allows a capsule-
shaped region between Ci and Ci−1 to contain only the
two agents, allowing a Type-II operation to be performed.
Obviously, a Type-I (Type-II ) operation inside a single Ci
can be performed within Ci without affecting any other loops
by having all the agents trace out a circular arc along the
centerline of Ci. In summary, the procedure to convert a
single inscribed circle C into a swap graph G is Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Convert a single C into a swap graph G.
1: if
⌊
r(C)+r
2r
⌋
< 2 then
2: Return G =< ∅, ∅ >
3: for 1 ≤ i ≤
⌊
r(C)+r
2r
⌋
do
4: . Pick vertices that are at least 2r apart
5: Pick #(Ci) points along the centerline of Ci
6: Insert the #(Ci) points into ViL
7: Insert #(Ci)− 1 edges into E iL
8: if i > 1 then
9: Choose v ∈ ViL and v′ ∈ Vi−1L
10: Insert ev
′
v into EI
11: Return G
Analysis: Note that Algorithm 1 requires that
⌊
r(C)+r
2r
⌋
≥
2, since we require K > 1 in G. In addition, it is obvious
that Equation 3 allows #(Ci) points to be placed along the
centerline of Ci that are at least 2r apart, and agents of
different layers are non-overlapping. Therefore, condition I
is satisfied.
(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 9: To perform a Type-II operation along ev
′
v , we first move
vertices in Ci continuously to align the capsule region (blue) (a),
perform the swap (b), and then move vertices in Ci backward (c).
(a)
(b)60◦ sin−1 1i
2ri
2
r
Fig. 10: We illustrate the
angles defining #(C1) and
#(Ci) for i > 1. Our goal
is to make sure the capsule-
shaped region (blue) con-
tains only the two agents.
Each Type-I or Type-II oper-
ation in Ci can be performed by
moving agents along the cen-
terline of Ci without affecting
other layers. Finally, in order
to add an edge to EI connect-
ing neighboring loops, we can
pick arbitrary vertices v ∈ ViL
and v′ ∈ Vi−1L (Line 9). When
we perform a Type-II opera-
tion along ev
′
v , we can always
move points continuously in Ci
to make sure that the capsule-
shaped region between agent v
and agent v′ does not contain other agents, as illustrated in
Figure 9. Therefore, condition II is satisfied.
B. Two Intersecting Circles
Next, we discuss the case where two circles Ca,b are
intersecting, which might result in loop sharing. Since the
interiors of different layers in the same circle are disjointed,
we always have the following decomposition of the domain:
#(Ca ∪ Cb) ≥
∑
i#(Cia − Cb) +
∑
j #(Cjb − Ca) +
∑
i,j #(Cia ∩ Cjb ), (4)
where the inequality can be strict since we exclude agents
that can cross the boundary of sub-domains. We choose to
construct our graph using the lower bound on the right hand
side. As illustrated in Figure 11, the three terms on the
right-hand side can be derived analytically by considering
4 different cases. These four cases are distinguished by the
distance between center points of Ca and Cb, denoted as D.
In addition, we assume that:
D ≥max(r(Ca), r(Cb)), (5)
i.e. we require that the center of Ca is outside Cb and vice
versa.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 11: We illustrate 4 critical cases between two loops of
intersecting inscribed circles.
1) Case I: The first case is illustrated in Figure 11 (a),
which happens if the following condition holds:
D >max(
√
i2 − 1 +√(j + 1)2 − 1,√j2 − 1 +√(i+ 1)2 − 1)2r. (6)
In this case, we cannot fit any circle in the intersection area,
i.e. #(Cia∩Cjb ) = 0. In addition, the capacity of Cia is reduced
to:
#(Cia − Cjb ) =
⌊
2pi − 2cos−1D2+(2i)2r2−(2j+2)2r2
4irD
2sin−1 1
2i
⌋
+ 2, (7)
and a symmetric equation applies to Cjb . However, although
the two loops intersect, they are not connected in the swap
graph G because Cia ∩ Cjb is too narrow to perform Type-II
operations between Cia and Cjb . However, it is trivial to show
that Type-I operations can be performed in either Cia or Cjb .
In summary, we can convert this case by building two loops
for Cia and Cjb without adding edges to E .
2) Case II: The second case is illustrated in Figure 11
(b), which happens if Equation 6 does not hold but we have:
D > (2i+ 2j)r. (8)
In this case, we still have #(Cia ∩ Cjb ) = 0 and Equation 7,
but Cia∩Cjb is wide enough to allow an agent to travel in the
blue region of Figure 11 (b) to swap with v∅ from Cia to Cjb .
Therefore, we can insert an edge into EI between the two
loops.
3) Case III: The third case is illustrated in Figure 11 (c),
which happens if Equation 8 does not hold but we have:
D > (2i+ 2j − 2)r. (9)
In this case, we have #(Cia ∩Cjb ) = 2 and Equation 7 holds.
Moreover, the two agents in Cia ∩ Cjb can be swapped if one
of them is v∅ and Type-I operations can be performed in
either Cia or Cjb . Therefore, we can construct two loops for
Cia and Cjb and let them share two agents in Cia ∩ Cjb and the
edge between the two agents is also shared.
4) Case IV: The last case is illustrated in Figure 11 (d),
which happens if we have:
max(r(Ca), r(Cb)) ≤ D < (2i+ 2j − 2)r. (10)
In this case, we have #(Cia ∩ Cjb ) = 2, but #(Cia − Cb) has
a new expression:
#(Cia − Cjb ) =
⌊
2cos−1 D
2+(2i)2r2−(2j−2)2r2
4irD
2sin−1 12i
⌋
+ 1 + Equation 7. (11)
Similar to case III, we can construct two loops for Cia and
Cjb and let them share two agents in Cia ∩ Cjb while the two
loops share no edge.
Note that we have computed #(Cia − Cjb ) in the four
cases but we need #(Cia − Cb) in Equation 4, which can
be computed by setting j =
⌊
r(Cb)+r
2r
⌋
in Equation 7. We
summarize our method to convert F to G for two intersecting
circles in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2: Convert Ca,b into a swap graph G.
1: for 1 ≤ i ≤
⌊
r(Ca)+r
2r
⌋
and 1 ≤ j ≤
⌊
r(Cb)+r
2r
⌋
do
2: Insert #(Cia ∩ Cjb ) points into Va,iL and Vb,jL
3: for pass=1, 2 do
4: for 1 ≤ i ≤
⌊
r(Ca)+r
2r
⌋
do
5: Insert #(Cia − Cb) points into Va,iL
6: Insert #(Cia − Cb) +
∑
j #(Cia ∩ Cjb )
7: edges into Ea,iL
8: if i > 1 then
9: Choose v ∈ Va,iL and v′ ∈ Va,i−1L
10: Insert ev
′
v into EI
11: Swap a, b
12: for 1 ≤ i ≤
⌊
r(Ca)+r
2r
⌋
and 1 ≤ j ≤
⌊
r(Cb)+r
2r
⌋
do
13: if Case II holds then
14: Choose v ∈ Va,iL and v′ ∈ Vb,jL
15: Insert ev
′
v into EI
16: Return G
Analysis: Informally, we justify the correctness of Algo-
rithm 2. First, since each summand in Equation 4 corre-
sponds to pairwise disjointed regions, condition I is satisfied.
Second, it is trivial to show Type-I and Type-II operations
within a single circle can be performed in the same way as
in Section V-A. In addition, Type-II operations between two
intersecting loops are only required in case II, which can
also be safely performed, as shown in Figure 11 (b). As a
result, condition II is satisfied.
Note that we might not get a valid swap graph in two
cases. The first case is that some loop might not have 3
vertices. The second case is that the two circles might not
be connected, leading to disconnected G. However, the first
case will never happen because Equation 5 ensures that C1a,b
has at least 3 vertices. The second case will happen if the
two circles are too far apart and the two outermost loops
satisfy Equation 6.
C. Continuous-to-Discrete Conversion
We can combine the two previous cases (single circle and
two intersecting circles) to present our full continuous-to-
discrete conversion algorithm in an arbitrary, continuous 2D
workspace. We assume that K inscribed circles C1,··· ,K are
used and our algorithm is based on the assumption that, for
any three (pairwise distinct) circles Ca, Cb, Cc, we have:
Ca ∩ Cb ∩ Cc = ∅. (12)
As a result, we have the following inequality:
#(
⋃K
a=1 Ca) ≥
∑
a,i#(Cia −
⋃
b 6=a Cb) +
∑
b<a
∑
i,j #(Cia ∩ Cjb ), (13)
θ
Fig. 12: We illustrate
the procedure to compute
#(Cia −
⋃
b 6=a Cb).
which is valid only when Equa-
tion 12 holds. We can compute
each of the summands in Equa-
tion 13 analytically. For a term
of type #(Cia ∩ Cjb ), we can
compute it using the four cases
in Section V-B. For a term of
type #(Cia −
⋃
b 6=a Cb), we use
a procedure illustrated in Fig-
ure 12, where we first identify all the tangent cases (red
circle) using triangular relationships (black), then find the
angles between tangent cases (θ), and finally compute the
number of spheres that can be put into the interval between
neighboring tangent cases as
⌊
θ/(2sin−11/(2i))
⌋
+ 1.
Algorithm 3: Convert C1,··· ,K into a swap graph G.
1: for 1 ≤ a < b ≤ K do
2: for 1 ≤ i ≤
⌊
r(Ca)+r
2r
⌋
and 1 ≤ j ≤
⌊
r(Cb)+r
2r
⌋
do
3: Insert #(Cia ∩ Cjb ) points into Va,iL and Vb,jL
4: for 1 ≤ a ≤ K do
5: for 1 ≤ i ≤
⌊
r(Ca)+r
2r
⌋
do
6: Insert #(Cia −
⋃
b 6=a Cb) points into Va,iL
7: Insert #(Cia −
⋃
b6=a Cb) +
∑
b6=a
∑
j #(Cia ∩ Cjb )
8: edges into Ea,iL
9: if i > 1 then
10: Choose v ∈ Va,iL and v′ ∈ Va,i−1L
11: Insert ev
′
v into EI
12: for 1 ≤ a < b ≤ K do
13: for 1 ≤ i ≤
⌊
r(Ca)+r
2r
⌋
and 1 ≤ j ≤
⌊
r(Cb)+r
2r
⌋
do
14: if Case II holds then
15: Choose v ∈ Va,iL and v′ ∈ Vb,jL
16: Insert ev
′
v into EI
17: if There is τ satisfying Equation 14 then
18: Set i =
⌊
r(Ca)+r
2r
⌋
and j =
⌊
r(Cb)+r
2r
⌋
19: Choose v ∈ Va,iL and v′ ∈ Vb,jL
20: Insert ev
′
v into EI
21: Return G
However, as shown in Section V-B, two cases might lead
to invalid swap graphs that also apply for multiple circles.
First, there may be invalid loops with less than 3 vertices. In
Section V-B, we eliminate this case by having two circles’
centers outside each other, but this cannot be done for
multiple circles. Second, two circles might be too far part,
leading to disconnected G. These cases can be reduced with
the help of the skeleton lines extracted using medial axis
analysis. For two circles Cs,t, their centers are on some
skeleton line. If we can find a sub-path τ : [0, 1] → R2
along the skeleton line such that:
τ(0) ∈ Ca τ(1) ∈ Cb
(τ ⊕ {x||x| ≤ r})− (Cs ∪ Ct) ⊆ F −
K⋃
a=1
Ca,
(14)
then we can insert an edge into EI between the outermost
loops of Cs and Ct. Here ⊕ is the Minkowski Sum, i.e. we
require the path to have no interference with any obstacle or
other circle. When performing Type-II operation along τ , we
use the procedure illustrated in Figure 1 (b,c,d). It is trivial to
show that the operation can be performed in a collision-free
manner when Equation 14 holds. The algorithm to convert
the K circles into G is summarized in Algorithm 3.
Since we cannot guarantee that Algorithm 3 returns a valid
G, we also propose a greedy Algorithm 4 to convert F to G
by selecting inscribed circles and adding them to G one by
one while making sure that each modification to G is valid.
Our greedy algorithm aims at monotonically increasing the
number of vertices in G, |V|, and it stops either when no
further inscribed circles can be added to increase |V| or when
|V| is already larger than a threshold. These two stopping
criteria are used in two kinds of applications. In the first
kind of applications, the number of agents is known, and we
can set the threshold |V| = N + 1. In the second kind of
applications, the number of agents is unknown, and we can
set the threshold |V| =∞, allowing Algorithm 4 to compute
an as-large-as-possible G and assign vertices to agents later.
Algorithm 4: Convert F into G.
1: Perform Blum’s medial axis analysis [2] in F
2: Sample Kmax circles with interval  (Figure 1 (a))
3: Set G =< ∅, ∅ > and S = ∅
4: while |V| is smaller than threshold do
5: for i = 1, · · · ,Kmax do
6: if Ci 6∈ S then
7: Set S′ = S ∪ {Ci}
8: if S′ violates Equation 12 or 5 then
9: Continue
10: Use Algorithm 3 on S′ to get G′ =< V ′, E ′ >
11: if G′ satisfy Definition 1 and |V ′| > |V| then
12: Set S = S′ and G = G′
13: if No modification can be made then
14: Return G
15: Return G
D. Moving Agents to Graph Vertices
A minor problem with our conversion algorithm is that we
choose positions xi along the centerlines of layers without
considering agents’ initial positions. In many applications,
agents’ initial positions are given beforehand and should not
be changed. If we denote agents’ initial positions as xiinit,
then we need algorithms to move xiinit to some x
j . To this
end, we propose a heuristic method based on RVO [31]. Note
that RVO cannot be used immediately because it requires
assigning xiinit to some x
j . This assignment can be arbitrary
in our method because agents can be moved to any graph
vertices and permuted later. We propose to compute an as-
close-as-possible assignment via optimal transport by solving
the following mixed integer linear programming:
argmin
zij∈{0,1}
zij |xiinit − xj |
s.t.
N∑
j=1
zij = 1 ∧
N∑
i=1
zij = 1,
where zij = 1 implies assign xiinit to x
j . After the
assignment is computed, we can move each xiinit to x
j using
RVO. Finally, in order to improve the success rate of this
heuristic algorithm, we can make a small modification to the
conversion Algorithm 4. When choosing a new circle Ci to
add to the swap graph, we first try circles that contain some
xiinit.
VI. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we describe our implementation and
highlight the performance on a set of 4 benchmarks. The
algorithm is implemented in C++ and tested on a desktop
machine with an Intel Core i7 CPU running at 3.30GHz
with 16GB of RAM. We have also compared our algorithm
with [29], a recently proposed method for centralized motion
planning in continuous workspaces. The time cost of com-
puting the motion plan of each benchmark is summarized
in Figure 14. Our method can compute motion plans for up
to 100 agents in less than 5 seconds, and most of the com-
putation time is spent on continuous-to-discrete conversion
(Algorithm 4). This is due to the fact that no exhaustive
search is needed to find the motion plan. We highlight the
details of the 4 challenging benchmarks below.
Our first benchmark is illustrated in Figure 13 (a), where
there are 50 agents in a rectangular workspace with no other
obstacles. we highlight their start and goal positions in red
and blue, respectively. We can compute the motion plan in
less than 2 seconds, while it takes 311 seconds using [29]. We
then increase the number of agents to 100. Under this agent
density, our algorithm still takes 2 seconds to compute the
motion plan, while it takes 75 seconds using [32]. Finally,
we can further increase the number of agents up to 250,
resulting in agents occupying 28% of |F|, and the motion
plan can still be computed within 5 seconds.
Our second benchmark is illustrated in Figure 13 (b),
where we introduce some irregular obstacles and increase
the number of agents to 100. We sample agents’ initial
positions randomly in F and we define their goal positions
by randomly shuffling and perturbing their initial positions.
Again, we can compute collision-free paths in about 3
seconds. Afterwards, we increase the number of agents up to
250, resulting in agents occupying 31% of |F|, and a feasible
motion plan can still be found.
Fig. 13: We highlight the 3 most challenging benchmarks. (a): A rectangular-shaped workspace with 50 agents from red start points to
blue goal points. (b): A rectangular-shaped workspace with irregular obstacles and 100 agents. (c): A maple-shaped workspace with 100
agents.
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Fig. 14: For each benchmark, we run 15 trials with random agent
distribution.The computation time to find the motion plan is always
less than 5 seconds.
Our third benchmark is illustrated in Figure 13 (c). Our
workspace takes the shape of a maple. This is a very
challenging benchmark with a lot of narrow spaces. Again,
we put 100 agents randomly in F and define their goal
positions by random shuffling. The computation time is still
less than 3 seconds. The agent occupancy in this case is 29%.
Our final benchmark is illustrated in Figure 15. This is
a rectangular grid with 65 robots. Prior work in [32] also
used this benchmark as a test case. In such a regular and
open world, we can increase the number of agents to 400,
reaching a density of 29%, and our algorithm still computes
a feasible motion plan within 5 seconds.
VII. CONCLUSION AND LIMITATIONS
We present a new algorithm for multi-agent motion plan-
ning that bridges the gap between continuous 2D workspaces
and discrete graphs. We first use medial axis analysis to
extract critical information from the workspace, i.e. skele-
ton lines and inscribed circles. Using these two pieces of
information, we convert the free space into a so-called
swap graph. We show that motion planning on the swap
graph is always feasible under mild assumptions and the
Fig. 15: Our final benchmark, borrowed from [32].
motion plan is asymptotically optimal in the worst case. We
conduct experiments using a set of 4 challenging bench-
marks and we achieve a 100% success rate. In Figure 16,
the agents take up 69% of the free space, which implies
that our method can work under extreme agent densities.
Fig. 16: In the extreme
case, agents take up 69% of
the free space.
The major limitation of our
current method is the require-
ment of a greedy algorithm
to perform the continuous-to-
discrete conversion. In addition,
the conditions derived in Sec-
tion V can be overly conserva-
tive and can leave some gap re-
gions in between agents. In the
future, we plan to perform delib-
erate analysis on more complex
cases of intersecting circles to further increase the agent
density that our algorithm can handle.
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